
1. By way of background, please provide a brief description of your business. Include details such 

as the demographics of your customer base, their location and the mix of distance selling and 

‘bricks and mortar’ shop front selling if relevant.  

WarPuppy Games has been trading since 2007 and operates from the Brisbane Queensland 

metropolitan area and sells a moderate range of tabletop wargames across a number of genres, 

including science fiction, fantasy, alternate history, dystopian, anima and historical. In additional we 

offer a range of board games, card games, roleplaying games and complementary games 

accessories. 

Our business model is primarily distance selling and though we do offer a flexible shop front service 

for local customers, allowing for things such as after-hours collections of purchases; most of our 

local customers prefer the convenience of online shopping. We are actively engaged in the local 

community through the support of local clubs, tournaments, and conventions/trade shows. 

Our customer base is primarily males aged mid 20’s to mid 50’s, and are spread across all across 

Australia with higher concentrations in the larger capital cities of Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane. 

We also do a small yet steady number of sales internationally, primarily to NZ (though very little of 

this is for GWOP). The majority of our customers could be described as established hobbyists having 

been engaged in this interest area for a long periods, often decades.  

 

2. What proportion of your sales turnover is made up of GWOP products? If your business sells by 

way of bricks and mortar shop front and through distance selling, please provide information for 

both sales channels and in total. 

Approximately 53% of our total sales turnover are made up of GWOP products. About 95% of our 

sales would be via distance selling. 

 

3. Has the proportion of GWOP sales or the mix of bricks and mortar versus distance selling of 

GWOP products changed in recent years? If so, please explain how and to the extent possible, 

why. 

I have only stocked GWOP for approximately four years. The reason for this is that GWO had 

previously denied me a trade account because I was a distance selling company.  

I have observed two things in the time I’ve stocked GWOP. In the first two years I experienced a 

steady increase in GWOP sales to a point where it constituted more than half my turnover. I believe 

this is a result of: 

a. GWOP being a new line and take up from existing customers;  

b. Subsequent marketing and promotion of the new products; 

c. Growth into the market share for this product range.  

In the last two years I have however seen a significant drop in GWOP sales. I believe this is due to a 

number of factors that have been developing over many years:  



a. An increase in the number of companies producing miniature wargames globally, offering 

more choice of genre, rules style, and price point. Examples of these are Privateer Press, 

Battlefront Miniatures, Cipher Studios, Ninja Division, Avatars of War, Dark Age and Wyrd 

Miniatures, to name a few. The entry price point of these games is generally much lower 

than GWOP, and offer the opportunity for people to collect and play a number of miniatures 

wargames on a limited disposable income. 

b. Kickstarter and other crowd-funding campaigns are driving the introduction of new games at 

a rate never before seen, and many people take advantage of being able to purchase directly 

from the manufacturer with enticing deals being offered to support these campaigns. 

c. (Although still a small player the,) Increased popularity of alternate, or substitute, miniatures 

which are designed in styles and scale to match GWOP. These offer a player a high quality 

alternative of adding unique and usually cheaper miniatures to their army, instead of relying 

on the official GWOP. Whilst this will be a financial choice for some people, it is also a ‘social’ 

or ‘creative’ choice for many. The miniature wargaming hobby is inherently creative and 

expressive as a result of its model building aspect, and these alternate lines offer valued 

personalisation and individual expression for the collector and player.  

d. Change in customer attitudes towards Games Workshop – I have been involved in the hobby 

for 33 years and in that time personally established 2 wargaming clubs (Dominion Gold 

Coast & Queensland Gamers Guild Inc Brisbane), President of a third (Brisbane Independent 

Gamers Inc), organised the largest Queensland games convention (The BIG Weekend by 

Queensland Gamers Guild Inc), organised the second largest GWOP annual tournament for 7 

years (Ork-toberfest Brisbane), and I even ran tournaments for GWO Brisbane’s Games Day 

event before it was made defunct. In addition to running a game/hobby business for the last 

7 years with involvement in many trade shows and conventions. I feel that I am extremely 

qualified to comment on community sentiment towards GW. I can say that over the last 10 

years there have been growing dissatisfaction with GW especially among established 

hobbyists, which I believe is due to a number of key factors: 

a. Initially this was borne out of steady annual (sometime more frequent) price 

increases across their entire range, which became a noticeable trend dating back 

approximately 10 years. 

b. An increase in the frequency of updating of rules books, which often completely 

changed the rules and style of game play. This has most recently in the case of 

Warhammer Fantasy Battle seen a massive exit of players from the game in Australia 

in the last few years. Evidence by the Ork-toberfest tournament that once 

consistently hosted 70 players for this game, now struggles to get 30. Our sales in 

this line have mirrored this decline and by comparison earn me only 25% of the 

turnover from Warhammer 40K. Similar occurrences have happened with 

Warhammer 40K over the years. Sometimes players return to GWOP as new 

versions of the rules are released that are more preferable to those individuals. 

Mostly GW simple aims to recruit new players who have no experience of previous 

editions of the game. In fact in many ways once GWO has recruited a person and 

they become an established player they largely ignore them, failing to provide any 

encouragement to remain an active hobbyist. I believe this why many people ‘exit 

the hobby after a time’. Clubs and independent stores (of all sales distribution 

models are the main driving force behind keeping people in the hobby long term). 



c. A concerted and heavy handed effort to maintain market dominance through 

various legal actions (many unsuccessful) and trade embargos where global regions 

have been locked down, resulting in Australian customers unable to purchase from 

cheaper overseas suppliers (including Games Workshop outlets overseas). 

d. The massive disparity in Australian pricing structures compare to their overseas 

counterparts. For example a novel produced by GW, Horus Heresy: The Primarchs, 

holds a recommended retail price in Australia of AUD18.00 with a wholesale price to 

me of AUD11.48. An Australian shopper can go onto bookdepository.com and 

purchase that book, delivered to their door, for AUD10.59. There is literally no way 

any Australia retailer can compete with that on price alone. This is a situation 

directly created by GW own policies and business decisions, which drives the 

sentiment of people about their business and product. 

e. As a result of their draconian and inherently biased terms of trade: 

i. GW makes it extremely difficult for resellers to maintain a ‘stockists 

program’ account due to high entry and maintenance costs, an inflexible 

demand to maintain stock of particular items that deny the retailer the 

ability to flexibly display stock on the basis of local demand, and as is 

currently the case for online stores, total refusal to allow them access to the 

program.  

ii. They also make it difficult to compete with GW themselves through the 

following practices:  

1. Limiting access to popular stock at time of release, and in the case of 

distance selling business, further delaying their access date to those 

products. This can only be seen to benefit GWO outlets and website 

sales. I evidence this by the fact that I have been denied access to 

stock in the past, which I was able to purchase direct from GWO via 

their own website. Clearly stock was available but being withheld to 

me as a trade account, for GWOs own direct benefit. 

2. Maintaining a ‘direct-only’ range - approximately three-quarters of 

the GW range and back catalogue is only available via GW’s own 

website or as a special order-in item via their own outlets. They do 

offer the back catalogue to other stores who are part of their 

‘stockists program’ but at a significantly reduced margin, which 

removes incentives for stores to stock them. GWOP refuses to 

supply back catalogue items to online stores, as they are not 

permitted to access the ‘stockists program’. 

 

4. Are there products, such as other table top games products and miniatures or other hobby 

products that are substitutes for, or compete with, GWOP products? If so, please describe them. If 

not, please explain why you do not consider there are other products that are substitutes for, or 

compete with, GWOP products.  

The main direct substitute products are the alternate or substitute miniatures mentioned above, but 

I do not consider these as a complete substitute to GWOP. Why I say this is that GWOP are more 



than simply being a game that uses miniature figurines. It is a massive compilation of intellectual 

property developed over some 35 years. The genre of the games and the ‘world setting’ are as much 

a factor determining a person’s interest in GWOP as the quality and styling of their miniatures, or 

the rules of play.  

Whilst there are numerous other companies that manufacture high-quality tabletop wargaming 

miniatures, they vary in rules and style of play, quality of miniatures, scale and genre. These new 

games are increasing in popularity but most lack the depth of player experience a GWOP can offer, 

due to the extensive intellectual property of the games ‘world backgrounds’.  

Games Workshop was the first professional commercial miniature wargaming company, and has 

lead the way for the industry almost solely, until recent years. I believe this shift is supported by the 

advance in digital / computing technology and the mass marketing opportunities of the internet that 

has allowed smaller companies to compete more effectively. The latter being something that GW 

has never really embraced and some might say they are fearful of the free, creative and unregulated 

space the internet offers. GW has over the years actively sought to maintain their influence by 

aggressively enforcing their intellectual property and refusing to allow any other manufactures 

products to be used in their stores or official tournaments, or even use paint and brush from a rival 

on a GWOP miniature.  

GWO broadly asserts in their submission that other tabletop games, board games, card games, role 

playing games and interactive games are comparable products. This is simply not the case and any 

person with experience and knowledge of this niche hobby area would know this. I respectfully 

suggest GWO knows this too, and makes this unsubstantiated claim with the hope that the ACCC 

would not understand the inherent differences between these product types.  

A person with an interest in miniatures wargames is not necessarily interested in other types of 

games and vica versa. Whilst some cross over can exists, in that a person may play miniature 

wargames and play board games, there is generally a distinct social divide between miniature 

wargamers and each sub category of other gamers. That social factor plays a major role in 

determining what game type and sub-genre of game type a person will choose to play.  

You cannot substitute a board game for a miniature wargame. They simply are not the same thing. 

Not even close. The visual, tactical, modelling, social experience is completely different. To suggest 

you can, is akin to saying Monopoly is a substitutable game for Poker. Even within the miniature 

wargaming market different manufacturer’s games are not always a substitute product, because the 

sub-genre of the game is different and has different appeal to different players. For e.g. GW makes a 

‘high fantasy’ miniature wargame (Warhammer Fantasy Battles) and a ‘gothic sci fi’ wargame 

(Warhammer 40K). Whereas Battlefront miniatures make a ‘WW2’ mini wargame and Privateer 

Press make a ‘steam punk’ miniature wargame. Social and personal factors determine a person’s 

interest in the genre and as such make a particular game appeal where others will not. In the same 

way as a football fan does not have a free choice to choose any jersey, but rather only the one that 

represents their favoured team.  

In addition to these factors there are practical issues of scale. Each manufacturer uses a different 

scale for their miniatures, making them unsuitable substitutes. Again this is something that GW 



knows intimately, and I recall times in the past where they have altered the scale of the miniatures 

as a way to combat the introduction of competing substitutes.  

To GWs credit they have masterfully created a unique and distinct group of products through a 

combination of them rigidly enforcing their intellectual property, licencing practises and innovation 

in the area of miniature design and manufacture. So successful in fact that there is no substitute for 

their products. And that was the whole point of it. GW over the years has never made that 

sentiment a secret.  

 

5. If GWOP is able to impose the requirement that the Trade Account must have at least one 

outlet which sells GWOP products to customers in-store over the counter by way of face to face 

transaction, what effect will this have on your business?  

The immediate effect will be the halving of my business turnover. My plans are to move into a bricks 

and mortar shop front in the future, though a loss of revenue will make that more difficult.  

 

6. There are other prohibitions on resupply of GWOP products within the proposed Trade 

Agreement. Will these restrictions affect your business? If so how?  

The other prohibitions would be irrelevant to my business, as if GWOPs submission is upheld I will no 

longer be allowed to stock their products. Having said that, the full impact of these proposed 

changes are however unknown. The GWOP submission is silent on points such as: 

1. How a store will be ‘scored’ their VASP model.  

2. Any guidelines as to how GWOP will interpret an outlets delivery of scorable actions. 

3. It is also not clear in its reading if the website of a bricks and mortar store will be viewed as a 

separate shop front, as they describe for companies with multiple shop fronts. Further there 

is no definition of what constitutes a shop front face to face channel. 

All these things are left open to GWO interpretation and subject to their whim to change, in an 

environment where GWO has an implicit conflict of interest born out of their own retail outlets 

being in direct competition with their trade accounts. 

I can see how the VASP model will act to restrict the entry of new business, especially in regional 

parts of Australia where volume of a local shop front would be lower. And make those businesses 

who do not participate in the program less competitive by denying them further wholesale 

discounts. 

I am also confused that if distance selling models can claim full points under VASP and a fully 

compliant VASP supplier is considered as providing the most appropriate way to deliver the product 

to market, then why are online only stores being restricted all together, purely on the basis of 

method of trade? If they can meet full points, why isn’t that equal opportunity being provided to 

perform to an agreed standard? 



GWO submission also is silent on whether they intend to hold their own face to face stores and 

website to the same standards, or if they intend to set a double standard as they have in the US 

market where they are the only website store allow to sell their products.  

 

7. To what extent does your business offer discounts on GWOP products? Please describe your 

sales strategy for GWOP products.  

We offer 15% discount.  

Our sales strategy for GWOP is the same as for all our products. First and foremost to offer 

exceptional customer service, secondly to support the local community events and clubs.  

 

The international situation: 

My primary concern regarding this agreement, is that given GWs global track record, it is part of a 

longer-term strategy which is inherently anti-competitive: 

In the US, Games Workshop will not supply any business that sells their products via a shopping-cart 

website even if they operate a bricks-and-mortar store.  

In the UK, GW has passed an embargo prohibiting all trade accounts from selling outside of the UK/ 

European trade zones. UK consumer laws have prevented GW from enacting a similar model to the 

US in regards to shopping-cart websites.  

 

GW actions are not in line with their stated position:  

Despite the restrictions GW has imposed on independent US and UK retailers, GW operates their 

own, independent shopping-cart based websites. This includes direct range products that can only 

be purchased from them.  

GW’s online business activity is in direct conflict with their philosophy that bricks-and-mortar store is 

crucial to the ongoing success of the business. Why do they offer such an extensive, website-only 

available range, along with their full back catalogue, via their own shopping-cart based website?  

GW’s precedent for excluding online stores is the model used by other games companies such as 

Hasbro / Wizards of the Coast amongst others. The key difference is that most of these companies 

do not deal direct to the public and so have no conflict of interest. Whereas GW manufacturers, 

wholesales and retails its own products, there is an inherent conflict of interest.  

Where a double standard exists in GW policies and practises, it leaves little doubt that their 

decisions are in the service of their own business at the expense of competition. 

 

 



Concern for my business and Australian consumers:  

This exclusive trading agreement concerns us because it sets the stage for Games Workshop to 

penalise all independent businesses – for having both a face-to-face retail outlet and a shopping-cart 

based website, or for freely choosing how to effectively bring a product to market.  

The current ‘stockist program’ has been in place for some time and in many ways already imposes 

the anti-competitive restrictions proposed under their application. I find it insulting that GWO 

asserts they have not already implemented any of these proposed measures. The current system 

has: 

1. Been in place for a couple of years now. 

2. Already restricts entry to distance selling only stores. 

3. Applies different service and support standards to online traders and non ‘stockist program’ 

members, such as refusing to supply window displays, tournament tables, promotional 

material or product stands, and charging them a higher wholesale rate, and refuses to 

replace obsolete stock, gives priority to themselves and direct sales locations on purchasing 

products, including delaying access dates to new products, which often result in products 

failing to be delivered by the official release date.  

Public Benefits Claim 

GWO asserts that the shop front channel central to the customer experience – In a modern 

technologically connected world there are many ways for new and existing customers to engage 

with like-minded hobbyists and create community. There exists globally many web based forums, 

podcast, vidcasts, blogs, and news sites dedicated to GW products, not to mention local clubs, 

conventions and tradeshows. To suggest that the shop front channel is key to the establishment of 

local hobby communities is an antiquated idea at best. At worst it’s an attempt by GW to redirect 

business through their own shopfronts. The same communities have been developed online and are 

continued to be developed online, despite periods of overt efforts by GW to shut some of these sites 

down.  

Exit of the hobby – GWO asserts that players exit the hobby after a time and whilst this is true in 

some situations as it is in any hobby or sport product. There are many hobbyists who remain in the 

hobby also, in fact many that have been around since GW inception 35 years ago. GW does nothing 

to cater for those persons and independent stores and online stores provide valuable and legitimate 

alternatives for experienced hobbyists who know what they want. These types of persons are turned 

off by GW stores as they cater to young persons and completely geared to ‘filling the funnel’ with 

new hobbyists.  

Appropriate and adequate supply of products – this cannot be achieved with in Australia’s 

dispersed and small population with a reliance on shop front channels alone.  

Orderly sale of products – the terms of trade they currently use and are proposing can only  be 

interpreted in one way in my mind. It is about control. Something that GW is widely recognised for.  

Free riding – To suggest that a business choosing to practice a distance selling model is ‘free riding 

off Shop Front Channels is ridiculous. Web store can provide high levels of service and customer 



support, as evidenced by GW own claim that a webstore can gain maximum points under their 

proposed VASP model. True distance selling models have lower overheads and often pass those on 

to customers. That’s the point of competition, and finding efficient ways to bring a service or 

product to market should not be punished. All shops have the same opportunity to improve their 

business models and compete on factors that are not related to price along.  

There are plenty of restrictions on the supply of many of the substitutable products mentioned. 

Except for Battlefront Miniatures based in NZ, none of the other manufacturers are based in 

Australia and thus not subject to Australian trading laws. It is common practice amongst the larger 

manufactures (Wizards of the Coast, Privateer Press, even Battlefront) to exclude online stores, and 

supply of the products is often inconsistent. To suggest that GW is unaware of any significant 

restrictions is an falsehood. It’s commonly known in the industry. 

Public Detriments - As the largest miniature wargame company in the world, they are a literal 

behemoth and the action they propose will have real anti competitive impact on markets as it 

already has in other places globally.  

 

Final comments: 

The conduct of GW over the years has caused it to lose the trust of its customer base. Hobbyists are 

also extremely passionate about their hobby, and many speak out in public forums denigrating GW 

and their actions. This results in other potential customers being turned off the company. There has 

been a down turn in players interests in GW products, and GW would have us believe it’s the evils of 

the internet. It’s simply not. It’s their own behaviour and the damage it’s caused to their relationship 

with their own customers.  


